News & Announcements
All TRCS employees qualify for a free teacher card. Bring this form to the library.

We are hosting class visits again! Email pbuts@threeriverslibrary.org

Need a guest reader in your class? Email pbuts@threeriverslibrary.org

New Books on Mindfulness
If you are trying to equip your students with mindfulness skills, here are some read alouds to get you started.

Chaim, Shoshana. I am a Peaceful Goldfish. When we are overcome with emotions, our breath—and a bit of imagination—can bring us back to a peaceful place.

Gianferrari, Maria. Being a Dog. Join a young child and dog as they experience every minute of the day to its fullest—from the second they wake up to the moment they fall asleep.

Hudson, Katy. Mindful Mr. Sloth. Sasha has one speed—fast. She loves to do lots of things, all at once, as fast as possible. Mr. Sloth loves to do things one at a time, at a nice, easy pace. Can Mr. Sloth teach Sasha to slow down and enjoy life?

Meddour, Wendy. Tisha and the Blossoms. Tisha has spent the entire school day rushing. When Mommy picks her up, Tisha asks if they can “have a little slowdown.” What if they simply sat on a bench in the sunshine and gave names to the pigeons?
New Science Books

Lerwill, Ben. *Do Elephants Suck Their Trunks?*
Animal babies may seem very different, but in many ways, they learn to make their way in the world just like we do.

Frost, Helen. *Wait and See.*
If you are patient, here’s what the world of the praying mantis looks like.

Matas, Carol. *Who’s Looking?*
Two sisters’ outdoor adventure reveals the different ways the local animals view them. Goats see far and wide in a panorama, whales don’t see color the way humans do and a high-soaring eagle’s sharp vision can clearly see a tiny mouse far below.

Hughes, Susan. *Lights Day & Night.*
A girl and her cat watch a firefly glow, make shadows in the sun and learn all about how light works. Included are properties of absorption, reflection, and refraction; opaque, translucent, and transparent; how the eye works and the many sources of light.

New Books to Introduce Word-Play and Writing

Thirty short poems using imagery and metaphor to share surprising observations.

Crute, Josh. *Hornswoggled!*
Deer wakes up to find an antler missing. Other animals have also been robbed. They’ve been “hornswoggled.” A hilarious mystery with loads of wacky words.

Ferry, Beth. *No Nibbling!*
Derwood the goat pants and patiently tends a garden. What looks like a dandelion, turns out to be a cute but hungry bunny in this book of silly puns.
Fall is wild at your library
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